Introduction
The role of storms in the filling of the radiation belts and the ring current region has been well established [Lui et al.. 1987;  Lyons and Williams, 19731. The exact role that substorms can play in this scenario is still a matter of debate.
Substorms generally occur more frequently during the active phase of a storm, and can substantially modify the recovery behavior of storms Gonzalez et al. [1991!. leading to a much slower recovery in the presence of multiple substorms. It has been difficult up to now to differentiate between storm only changes in the ring current ( D s t ) and the substorm contribution to these changrs. .lfcPherron [1997] in his statistical study v i the role of substorms during magnetic storms concludes that the effect of particles injected during substorm expansion phase is undetectable in the pressure corrected Dst index. On the other hand, Gonzulez et nl. 119947 shows ciearly how continuous substorm activity in the recovery phase can keep Dst depressed for days after a [1997] has addressed this question as well. They concluded that pcr tential convection electric fields during the storm main phase play a far more important role in ring current injection than do substorm-associated induction fields. They also show that when the magnetosphere is highly compressed > 50 key ions are shadowed by the magnetosphere. Substorm injections during such times are thus unlikely to yield symmetric ring current contributions and do not have long lifetimes.
To compliment the statistical and modeling work mentioned above we investigate here particle populations as measured in the inner magnetosphere. We extend here on the work of Korth and Fnedel [1997] which investigated storm-time dynamics to include substormonly times as well. We present electron and ion composition measurements over the whole outer region for two separate events -one a classic storm and one a series of substorms which in their Dst signatures would be classed as a "small ~t~r m " [Gonzalez et al., 19941 . By separating out the two classes of events, which normally occur as a superposition of one another, we can determine their individual responses. We further include ion composition measurements, in order to determine the contribution of individual species to the ring current density. 
Mission and

Observations
The data presented In Plates 1,2 the panels are numbered in red from the top, 1 -+ 11.
Panels 1 0 , l l show Dst as a measure of the ring current, and the AE as a measure of substorm activity.
Panels 1-9 show the particle populations inside the magnetosphere:
Panels 5-7 displays three ion flux channels with peak energies of 45.5, 61.5, and 99 keV and panels 8 and 9 two electron flux channels with peak energies of 26 and 212.3 keV. This energy range represents the peak of the ring current density (30-300 keV).
Panel 4 Comparing Panels 10 and 11 shows that the normal exponential recovery of the storm in Dst is delayed at the time of onset of a series of substorms. The particles injected by these substorms are not clearly seen except at high L in Panel 9.
We identify the maximum of the outer radiation belt in this energy range (panel 4) as being roughly the "POsition" of the ring current. The prestorm maximum is between L=3.5-.5.5 for these energies. With the beginning of the recovery phase the ring current intensifies (electrons and ions) and the maximum is displaced earthward by about half an Earth radius. The slot region narrows and widens again later.
He--(alpha particles) have direct access during the storm and decay due to charge exchange to He' and diffuse radially inward during the storm recovery phase, and thus reach their maximum intensity -5 hours after recovery onset. The maximum energy density of He++ is between L = 4.5 + 6, further out than the main ring current density. Due to the low fluxes during this event, and the delayed appearance these ions do not contribute to the main phase of the storm but may contribute to the delay in recovery. However, the He" flux observed depends very much on the solar wind composition. For the storms investigated so far the energy density ratio of The .4E index fluctuations are reflected by the injections (substorms) of low energy electrons with peak energies of 26 keV (panel 9) at L d u e s between 3 and 7. These injected particles diffuse radially inward and lead to a symmetric ring current. An intensification of the ring current is also observed in the 212.5 key electron channel. In the ion channels ring current intensification is seen only for energies up to 85 keV. The 99 key ion channel (panel 5) indicates no flux intensification which means that the intensity of the quiet ring current is not changing evidently during the ten days period. The maximum of the quiet time ring current is about at L = 5. whereas the maximum of the injected particles are further out at L = 5.5.
The composition response shows marked differences compared with the storm case. O+ shows short-lived responses to individual A€ events, which occur further out near L = 6. Hef+ shows a build up also near L = 6 , shos-ing solar Kind plasma access to the inner magnetosphere during substorms. He++ buil?s up slowly and has a longer lifetime thaa O*, forming a more continuous belt at L = 6. The delayed response of He+ is consistent with the charge-exchange dependence on Hett. *-outliving" He++ by the same delay of about one day.
He-' reaches a maximum He++/H' energy density ratio levels of 2%, and thus has a negligible effect on Dst. The energy density ratio for O-/H+ is 9%, and should be detectable by a fairly strong substorm-related increase in the particle populations at higher L. which is not observed. A possible explanation of this is that the substorm injections during the main phase of a storm occur when the magnetosphere is much distorted, so that injections at higher L do not complete a full drift and never form into a symmetrical ring current, whereas substorm injections do create a symmetricaf rung current, which forms further out by about one Earth radius compared to the normal ring current. This result supports the findings of McPherron [1997] who concluded that substorms do not contribute to the storm main phase Dst.
We can thus conclude that while substorms may not play a role in ring-current dynamics during the disturbed storm main phase, repeated substorm activity does form a s!nimetric ring current at higher L thus contributing to Dst.
The ion composition measurements showed a strong contribution of O+ during storms. Final storm recovery seems to be more controlled by the recovery of the heavy ions. For substorms ions composition is a minor effect in relation to Dst. HoFever we note here the Het+ observations which show clear solar wind access to the inner magnetosphere. The delayed response indicates that this is not direct access but rather a result of the front-side reconnection / tail convection scenario. 3 6 F e b 9 1 0 7 F e b 9 1 0 9 F e b 9 1 1 1 F e b 9 1 12Feb91 1 4 F e z 9 1 1 6 F e b 9 1 Dcre
